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appreciation of women's place in the world. In a
book entitled, From the Camp of the Dumb, which is
mainly concerned with the role of women in books,
she had quite frankly appealed to Ibsen to be their
champion. " The sad figure of our womanhood ",
she said here, " is now sitting waiting for the wizard
who, with his staff, shall give it back youth, health
and strength; and this wizard, this liberator, is no
other than Ibsen." Again, a Swedish lady, Anna
Steen, had also been moved to make a strong protest
against the injustices under which her sex laboured ;
and it is, in fact, suggested that Anna Steen was the
actual model of Ibsen's Lona Hessel. This may well
have been so.
Thus with The Pillars of Society, under the influence
of Georg Brandes" proclamation—which left so deep
a mark on the Scandinavian mind—that the vitality
of literature depended on the measure with which it
brought living problems under debate, Ibsen enters
his period of modern " thesis dramas ". In those of
his earlier time he had also dealt with problems, but it
was a question there of problems of the individual
ego. Now, however, the accent is laid on the outside
forces hostile to the freedom of the individual; and
this antagonism forced Ibsen into taking sides. He
cannot withhold his sympathy, or conceal that
sympathy from reader or hearer; he sides clearly with
the rebels of The Pillars of Society, who repudiate the
" lie of society "; his sympathy is with Nora, not
with her husband ; with Fru Alving, and, of course,
with Dr Stockmann in An Enemy of the People. At the
same time, as we shall see immediately, Ibsen never
allowed the artist in him to be submerged in the
advocate. He liked to insist that it was his business,
as a poet, to set problems, not to solve them ; and he
himself believed that he had never done more than
set the facts of a case before his public, leaving them to
draw their own inferences and conclusions. This
was, no doubt, in a considerable measure true; and

